
                                                

Packages & Prices 

 

Ceremony Only-$500 
 Up to a hour and a half of shoot time with 3 cameras 

 Groom and officiant provided microphone to ensure clear vow audio 

 Shot at 24 frames per second in stunning HD for that cinematic movie look 

 Professional cinematic edit of your ceremony 

 Uploaded to youtube to share with friends and family(may not be playable on 

mobile devices due to music copyrights) 

 1 Copy on your choice of DVD or Bluray 

 

Short Form or Long Form Edit-
$1599 

 Up to a 6 hours of shoot time with 3 cameras during the Ceremony, and 2 cameras 

during reception main events. 

 Groom and officiant provided microphone to ensure clear vow audio. Also will 

tap into the DJ's sound system to capture clear speech audio and music. 

 Shot at 24 frames per second in stunning HD for that cinematic movie look 

 Professional cinematic edit of your ceremony and reception into a short form 7-

15min action packed video with only the best shots that highlight the days 
festivities or a Long Form Documentary style edit(45min-2 hours in length). 

 Uploaded to youtube to share with friends and family(may not be playable on 

mobile devices due to music copyrights) 

 3 Copies on your choice of DVD or Bluray 

 



 Long & Short Form Edit-
$1999 

 

  Up to a 8 hours of shoot time with 3 cameras during the Ceremony, and 2 

cameras during reception main events. 

 Groom and officiant provided microphone to ensure clear vow audio. Also will 

tap into the DJ's sound system to capture clear speech audio and music. 

 Shot at 24 frames per second in stunning HD for that cinematic movie look 

 Professional cinematic edit of your ceremony and reception into a short form 7-

15min action packed video with only the best shots that highlight the days 

festivities. 

 Long form edit which means you will also get all footage edited documentary 

style so you can relive every touching moment we shot 

 Uploaded to youtube to share with friends and family(may not be playable on 

mobile devices due to music copyrights) 

 5 Copies on your choice of DVD or Bluray 

 

Full Day Coverage-$2499 
 Up to a 10 hours of shoot time with pre-ceremony coverage, 3 cameras during the 

Ceremony, and 2 cameras during reception main events. 

 Groom and officiant provided microphone to ensure clear vow audio. Also will 

tap into the DJ's sound system to capture clear speech audio and music. 

 Shot at 24 frames per second in stunning HD for that cinematic movie look 

 Professional cinematic edit of your ceremony and reception into a short form 7-

15min action packed video with only the best shots that highlight the days 

festivities. 

 Long form edit which means you will also get all footage edited documentary 

style so you can relive every touching moment we shot 

 Uploaded to youtube to share with friends and family(may not be playable on 

mobile devices due to music copyrights) 

 10 Copies on your choice of DVD or Bluray 

 
 



Ala Carte 
Extra DVD Copies-$20 

Extra Bluray Copies-$40 

Extra hour of service(includes editing)-$150 

Rehearsal Dinner Coverage-$300 
Add long form edit-$599 

 
 


